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Abstract
Existing Online Knowledge Distillation (OKD) aims to perform collaborative and
mutual learning among multiple peer networks in terms of probabilistic outputs, but
ignores the representational knowledge. We thus introduce Multi-view Contrastive
Learning (MCL) for OKD to implicitly capture correlations of representations
encoded by multiple peer networks, which provide various views for understanding
the input data samples. Contrastive loss is applied for maximizing the consensus
of positive data pairs, while pushing negative data pairs apart in embedding space
among various views. Benefit from MCL, we can learn a more discriminative
representation for classification than previous OKD methods. Experimental results
on image classification and few-shot learning demonstrate that our MCL-OKD
outperforms other state-of-the-art methods of both OKD and KD by large margins
without sacrificing additional inference cost.
1 Introduction
Modern deep neural networks [20, 7] achieve predominant performance on many tasks but suffer
prohibitive costs of computation and memory footprint. Knowledge Distillation (KD) [11] is an
effective technique to improve the performance of a light-weight student model that is trained by
the outputs derived from a high capacity teacher model, because probabilistic outputs contain richer
information of classification evidences compared to hard labels. Classical KD always performs
two-stage pipeline, in which we need to obtain a pre-trained teacher model with high capacity at
first, so the training cost is significantly increased. Online Knowledge Distillation (OKD) [30, 30]
solves the above regrets that it simultaneously performs collaborative and mutual learning among
multiple peer student networks, where ensemble of the probabilistic outputs derived by some students
always plays the role of an online teacher to further conduct knowledge transfer. OKD trains the
student model by one-stage and end-to-end optimization without an additional teacher, which is more
applicable than KD in practice. Our paper aims to further explore the effectiveness of OKD.
Previous methods of OKD [30, 31, 22] always perform transfer learning by the form of instance-level
probabilistic outputs of independent data samples, but highly ignore the representational information
holden in multiple student models. It has been observed that semantically correlated inputs always
lead to the similar activations towards a trained network and vice versa, so transferring explicit
relations of data samples from teacher to student has been extensively exploited [17, 25, 18, 24]. In
this paper, we implement Multi-view Contrastive Learning (MCL) to implicitly capture correlations
of encoded representations of data samples among multiple peer networks, where one peer network
represents one view for understanding the input. In MCL, we try to maximize the agreement for
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the representations of the same input sample from various views, while pushing the representations
of input samples with different labels from various views apart. Our motivation is inspired by the
mechanism that various people always view a same objective in the real world with individual
understandings, and the consensus is always quite robust for discriminating this objective. While each
person may also carry an additional inductive bias as the noise information in their understandings.
Here, all peer networks build a group of people and try to model the person-invariant representations.
Similar with the previous methods of OKD [31, 22, 3], our training graph contains multiple same
networks, except that additional fully-connected layers for linearly transforming representations to
the contrastive embedding space, in which we perform pair-wise contrastive loss among all peer
networks. Importantly, all peer networks are supervised with the ground-truth labels to learn their
individual understandings of classification evidences, which is the prerequisite for the success of MCL
and an inborn advantage compared to unsupervised representational learning. Moreover, we also
build an ensemble teacher from all peer networks similar with ONE [31] but is different in that the
teacher only transfers probabilistic knowledge to the specific student network, which is used for final
deployment. This practice alleviates the homogenization problem among multiple views and reduces
the negative impact on MCL. Based on the above techniques, we name our framework as MCL-OKD.
We conduct experiments on image classification tasks of CIFAR-100 [14] and ImageNet [5] across
widely used networks to compare MCL-OKD against other State-Of-The-Art (SOTA) methods of
both KD and OKD, the results show that our MCL-OKD achieves the best performance in terms of
individual network and ensemble. Moreover, we observe that MCL-OKD combined with KD can
further improve the performance gain. Extensive experiments on few-shot classification show the
superiority of MCL-OKD in metric learning.
Overall, our contributions lie in three folds: (1) We systematically analyse the capacity of performance
gain and limitations of existing OKD methods. (2) We propose MCL to exploit representational
knowledge holden in peer networks. (3) We establish new SOTA results among existing KD and
OKD methods across widely used networks.
2 Related Work
Contrastive learning. Contrastive learning [27, 16, 12, 8, 23, 4] has been extensively exploited for
unsupervised visual representation learning. The main idea of contrastive learning is to perform
contrastive loss on positive pairs against negative pairs, such that different data samples can be
separated in the embedding space. Many prior works define positive and negative pairs from two
views. CPC [16] summarizes all past features for generating a context representation to contrast
future representations along with sequential data. Deep InfoMax [12] learns to match the input and
its output from a deep neural network encoder. Instance Discrimination [27] performs instance-level
contrast to learning a discriminative embedding space. SimCLR [4] considers the two views of the
same data sample with different augmentation techniques, and maximize the consistency between
them. Besides two views, CMC [23] and AMDIM [1] propose contrastive multi-view coding across
the multiple sensory channels or independently-augmented copies of the input image, respectively. In
this vein, we implement MCL by leveraging multiple peer networks to encode the same data sample,
which is different from creating views in term of the data itself compared to previous contrastive
learning, because our method is more advantageous to the scenario of supervised learning.
Knowledge distillation. The initial idea of KD is to transfer the output from a powerful teacher
to a student for improving its generalization capacity proposed by Buciluaˇ et al. [2] and Hinton et
al. [11]. Some subsequent distillation methods aim to transfer the intermediate information, such
as feature maps [19], attention maps [29], FSP matrices [28], activation boundaries [10, 9] and so
on. Recently proposed KD methods aim to transfer the relations of data samples [17, 25, 18, 24],
where the concurrent CRD [24] implements contrastive learning between teacher and student, which
is related to us but different in several folds: we introduce multiple views for on-the-fly contrastive
representations learning, while CRD performs only two views with a freezing teacher that implements
contrastive-unaware learning, resulting in a suboptimal performance. Moreover, the reasoning process
and optimized objective of MCL-OKD is clearly distinct compared to CRD.
OKD is applicable to the teacher-absent scenario. DML [30] shows that a group of students learn
collaboratively and mutually that can improve the performance of individual networks. ONE [31]
and CL-ILR [22] propose the frameworks which share the low-level layers to reduce the training
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Figure 1: An overview of the proposed framework of multi-view contrastive learning for online knowl-
edge distillation. Given a dog, 4 peer networks {fm(x; δm)}4m=1 provide 4 views for generating
representations, contrastive learning aims to push them closed, meanwhile pushing the representations
derived from the samples with different labels apart in the sphere embedding space.
complexity and perform knowledge transfer among various branches of high-level layers. OKDDip [3]
alleviates the homogenization problem in previous OKD methods by introducing two-level distillation
and self-attention mechanism. All previous methods handle the probabilistic output to perform OKD,
but differ in the ways of supervision. Our MCL-OKD further improves the performance of OKD
from the perspective of representation learning.
3 Methodology
3.1 Distillation framework
Overall architecture. Similar with pervious frameworks of OKD [22, 31], adding additional network
architectures to the object network for auxiliary training and distillation is an effective technique
for improving its performance. Importantly, only the object network is kept and other additional
architectures are discarded at inference time, resulting in no additional computational cost and
memory footprint for practical deployment. In our distillation framework, we construct multiple
peer networks to perform online MCL, where all peer networks have the same architecture so as to
conform the protocol of pervious frameworks of OKD [30, 22, 31], as illustrated in Figure 1, where
one peer network represents one view for the input data in our MCL.
Specifically, M peer networks {fm(x; δm)}Mm=1 participate in the process of distillation during
training, where x denotes the input sample and δm denotes the parameters of the m-th network,
which includes a CNN feature extractor and a linear classifier. For contrastive learning, we aim to
optimize the representations after the penultimate layer (before logits) among peer networks. To
reduce the complexity, we linearly transform these representations into a relative lower-dim (128-d
in this paper) embedding space, where we perform contrastive learning among multiple views. For
ease of notation, we use gm(x;θm) to denote the composite of CNN feature extractor and linear
transformation matrix of the m-th network, which connects the input samples to the contrastive
embedding space. Similar with the previous branch-based OKD[22, 31], low-level layers across the
M peer networks can also be shared to reduce the complexity and regularize the training networks.
Training and deployment. At the training stage, each peer network is supervised by hard labels,
and only the M -th network is supervised by an additional soft probability distribution from the naive
ensemble for the probabilistic outputs of all networks. Meanwhile, we perform contrastive learning
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across each pair of the views to learn more discriminative representations. At the test stage, only
the M -th network fM (x; δM ) can be kept, which is named as the leader network, and other M − 1
networks {fm(x; δm)}M−1m=1 are discarded, which are named as auxiliary networks.
3.2 Learning objectives
Overall, we design three learning objectives: (1) Cross-Entropy (CE) between the probabilistic
outputs and ground-truth labels for individual peer networks, (2) Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence
between the probability distribution of leader network and that of ensemble, (3) contrastive loss
among the representations derived from peer networks.
Learning from labels. Given a training setD = {(xi, yi)}Ni=1 including N samples with label spaceY = {1, 2, · · · , C}, where xi is the i-th data with its label yi. As same as the widely used practice
on classification optimization, we use CE objective function between the probabilistic output of each
peer network and one-hot ground-truth label distribution. Specifically, given a sample xi with label
yi, probabilistic class posterior of the m-th peer network is pm(yi|xi; δm), the CE objective across
the training set of the m-th peer network can be expressed as:
Lmce = −
1
N
N∑
i=1
C∑
c=1
ηc,yi log pm(yi|xi; δm) (1)
Where ηc,yi is indicator that return 1 if c = yi else 0. pm(yi|xi; δm) is calculated from the logits
distribution fm(xi; δm) over C classes of the m-th peer network by the softmax normalization as:
pm(yi|xi; δm) = exp (f
yi
m (xi; δm))∑C
c=1 exp (f
c
m(xi; δm))
(2)
Where f cm(xi; δm) denotes the c-th value of the logits. It is noteworthy that supervision by the
ground-truth label to each peer networks is crucial for the success of contrastive learning, for the
account that multiple views from various peer networks on the same data could understand various
classification evidences for the ground-truth label, motivating us to further model view-invariant
information, which is quite robust and valuable for accurate classification.
Distillation from an online teacher. Inspired by the ONE [31], we also simply construct an online
teacher by implementing the naive ensemble for the probabilistic outputs of all peer networks. The
most difference of our distillation compared to ONE is that only the leader network fM (x; δM ) can
be optimized by soft probability distribution derived from online ensemble prediction. Because we
empirically observed that transferring ensemble knowledge to each peer network in ONE gives rise
to serious homogenization problem, which damages the diversity among individual peer networks
meanwhile the performance of ensemble, thus further leading to ineffective modeling on MCL. We
compute soft probability distribution of leader network fM (x; δM ) as equ.3 and that of ensemble as
equ.4 with a temperature T , where a higher T leads to softer distribution:
p˜L(c|xi; δM ) = exp (f
c
M (xi; δM )/T )∑C
d=1 exp (f
d
M (xi; δM )/T )
, c ∈ {1, 2, · · · , C} (3)
p˜E(c|xi; δ1, δ2, · · · , δM ) =
exp ( 1M
∑M
m=1 f
c
m(xi; δm)/T )∑C
d=1 exp (
1
M
∑M
m=1 f
d
m(xi; δm)/T )
, c ∈ {1, 2, · · · , C} (4)
KL divergence is used for aligning the soft predictions between leader network and teacher as:
LMkl =
1
N
N∑
i=1
C∑
c=1
p˜E(c|xi; δ1, δ2, · · · , δM ) log p˜E(c|xi; δ1, δ2, · · · , δM )
p˜L(c|xi; δM ) (5)
Multi-view contrastive learning. Besides transferring probability distribution, we also concentrate
on leaning a discriminative embedding space, in which the representations from various views are
mutually closed for the same data sample meanwhile far away between negative sample pairs. Given
two different peer networks ga(x;θa) and gb(x;θb), a 6= b, collections of generated representations
across the training set are {ga(xi;θa)}Ni=1 and {gb(xi;θb)}Ni=1, respectively. We define the positive
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pair as (ga(xi;θa), gb(xi;θb)), and the negative pair as (ga(xi;θa), gb(xj ;θb)), yi 6= yj . Then we
define a critic h(·, ·) with a constant scale factor τ to measure the cosine similarity for a sample pair:
h(ga(xi;θa), gb(xj ;θb)) = exp (
ga(xi;θa) · gb(xj ;θb)
‖ga(xi;θa)‖ · ‖gb(xj ;θb)‖ ·
1
τ
), i, j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N} (6)
We would like to make positive and negative pairs achieve high and low scores, respectively. Inspired
by the recent settings [16], we consider a given representation ga(xi;θa) of sample xi from the
fixing view ga and enumerating the corresponding positive representation gb(xi;θb) and K negative
representations {gb(xi,k;θb)}Kk=1 from gb view, and the probability of gb(xi;θb) matching ga(xi;θa)
as the positive pair is p(gb(xi;θb)|ga(xi;θa)):
p(gb(xi;θb)|ga(xi;θa)) = h(ga(xi;θa), gb(xi;θb))
h(ga(xi;θa), gb(xi;θb)) +
∑K
k=1 h(ga(xi;θa), gb(x
i,k;θb))
(7)
We can perform contrastive loss by minimizing the negative log-likelihood:
Lga→gbcontrast = −
1
N
N∑
i=1
log p(gb(xi;θb)|ga(xi;θa)) (8)
In practice, straightforward optimization for equ. 8 is quite intractable, because the hyperparameterK
can be very huge for large-scale dataset, e.g. around 1.2 million samples in ImageNet. To circumvent
this problem, we adapt Noise-Contrastive Estimation (NCE) [6] to approximate the full softmax
distribution, such that we no longer need to calculate the similarities with all samples in the dataset.
The idea behind NCE-based approximation is to transform the sample-level multi-classification into
binary classification for discriminating positive pairs and negative pairs. Given the representation
ga(xi;θa) of xi from the fixing view ga, the probability of one representation gb(xj ;θb), j ∈
{1, 2, · · ·N} from the view gb matching the ga(xi;θa) is pp(gb(xj ;θb)|ga(xi;θa)):
pp(gb(xj ;θb)|ga(xi;θa)) = h(ga(xi;θa), gb(xj ;θb))
Zi
, Zi =
N∑
n=1
h(ga(xi;θa), gb(xn;θb)) (9)
pp(gb(xj ;θb)|ga(xi;θa)) is a conditional distribution for being regarded as the positive pair.
Following the prior practice [27], we define a uniform distribution for negative pairs, i.e.
pn(gb(xj ;θb)|ga(xi;θa)) = 1/N , and we assume that frequency of sample pair lies in every
S negative pairs along with 1 positive pair concurrently. Then the posterior probability of a given
gb(xj ;θb) drawn from the actual data distribution of positive pair (denoted as D = 1) is:
p(D = 1|ga(xi;θa), gb(xj ;θb)) = pp(gb(xj ;θb)|ga(xi;θa))
pp(gb(xj ;θb)|ga(xi;θa)) + Spn(gb(xj ;θb)|ga(xi;θa))
=
h(ga(xi;θa), gb(xj ;θb))/Zi
h(ga(xi;θa), gb(xj ;θb))/Zi + S/N
(10)
We minimize negative log-likelihood of both positive and negative pairs, which approximates the
contrastive loss from view ga to view gb as equ.11. {xi,s}Ss=1 denotes a collection of negative
samples of xi randomly drawn from the training set and is updated along with each iterative batch in
practice. Zi is a normalizing constant in equ.10, we dynamically compute it from {xi, {xi,s}Ss=1} to
reduce computation, and we empirically found this approximation performs well in practice.
Lga→gbcontrast = −
1
N
N∑
i=1
E
{xi,{xi,s}Ss=1}
{log(p(D = 1|ga(xi;θa), gb(xi;θb)))
+
S∑
s=1
[log(1− p(D = 1|ga(xi;θa), gb(xi,s;θb)))]} (11)
Symmetrically, we can also fix view gb and enumerate over view ga, resulting in the mutual contrastive
loss as L(ga, gb) = Lga→gbcontrast + Lgb→gacontrast. We further extend contrastive learning from two views
to multiple views, which includes two patterns: core view and full graph. For core view pattern,
we focus on optimizing the view of leader network gM , and contrast with the other M − 1 views
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Table 1: Comparison of error rate (Top-1, %) among network-based OKD methods on CIFAR-100
and ImageNet.
Dataset Network Baseline DML OKDDip MCL-OKD
CIFAR-100
DenseNet-40-12 28.54 ± 0.34 26.64 ± 0.17 26.10 ± 0.03 25.06 ± 0.11
ResNet-32 28.65 ± 0.03 26.47 ± 0.26 25.40 ± 0.08 24.38 ± 0.09
VGG-16 26.08 ± 0.05 24.73 ± 0.23 24.88 ± 0.06 23.51 ± 0.05
ResNet-110 23.82 ± 0.20 22.50 ± 0.11 21.09 ± 0.17 20.23 ± 0.14
ImageNet ResNet-34 26.70 26.03 25.42 24.60
Table 2: Comparison of error rate (Top-1, %) among branch-based OKD methods on CIFAR-100 and
ImageNet.
Dataset Network Baseline CL-ILR ONE OKDDip MCL-OKD
CIFAR-100
DenseNet-40-12 28.36 ± 0.17 27.38 ± 0.03 28.18 ± 0.13 28.21 ± 0.04 25.87 ± 0.14
ResNet-32 27.45 ± 0.09 25.92 ± 0.10 25.97 ± 0.09 25.63 ± 0.14 24.45 ± 0.17
VGG-16 25.95 ± 0.27 25.18 ± 0.21 25.63 ± 0.03 25.15 ± 0.19 23.31 ± 0.10
ResNet-110 22.49 ± 0.04 21.04 ± 0.07 21.64 ± 0.27 21.00 ± 0.14 19.31 ± 0.42
ImageNet ResNet-34 26.62 25.83 25.77 25.56 24.71
{gm}M−1m=1 , resulting in the contrastive loss Lcontrast =
∑M−1
m=1 L(gM , gm). For full graph pattern,
we contrast each view pair and therefore model
(
M
2
)
relationships, resulting in the contrastive loss
Lcontrast =
∑
1≤a<b≤M L(ga, gb). Compared to core view pattern, full graph pattern can capture
more shared information among various peer networks, but resulting in more complexity. In our
implementation, we use full graph pattern to pursue a high performance for downstream classification.
Inspired by Wu et al. [27], we create a memory bank to store the feature vectors of all data samples in
training set computed from previous batches, which allows us efficiently obtaining abundant negative
samples to finish the contrastive computing.
Overall learning objective. We combine above three objectives to construct our final objective:
LMCL−OKD =
M∑
m=1
Lmce + T 2LMkl + βLcontrast (12)
Where T 2 is used for balancing contributions between hard and soft labels, β is a constant factor for
rescaling the magnitude of contrastive loss.
4 Experiments
We evaluate the effectiveness of our MCL-OKD framework for image classification and few-shot
learning. And we provide analysis for learned capability and representational knowledge of OKD.
4.1 Image Classification
Dataset and setup. We use CIFAR-100 [14] and ImageNet [5] benchmark datasets for evaluations.
We use T = 3 and β = 0.025 in equ.12, where we empirically found β ∈ [0.01, 0.04] works
reasonably well. Following the prior practice on contrastive learning [27, 3], we use τ = 0.1 and
τ = 0.07 in equ.6 for CIFAR-100 and ImageNet respectively, and S = 16384 in equ.11. We use
4 peer networks in all OKD methods, i.e. M = 4, unless otherwise specified. On CIFAR-100, we
report the mean accuracy with standard deviation over 3 runs. More introduction about datasets,
settings of OKD methods, training details are provided in Section 1 of Supplementary Material.
Results of OKD methods. Table 1 and Table 2 show the comparisons of the performance
among SOTA OKD methods across the widely used architectures of VGG [20], ResNet [7] and
DenseNet [13], where Table 1 aims to the network-based setting, and Table 2 investigates the branch-
based setting. It can be obviously observed that our MCL-OKD consistently outperforms all other
methods such as DML [30], CL-ILR [22], ONE [31] and OKDDip [3] by large margins, which
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Table 3: Comparison of ensemble error rate (Top-1, %) among OKD methods including branch-based
(B) and network-based (N) methods on CIFAR-100. Blue/Red: Best and second best results.
Network Baseline DML CL-ILR ONE OKDDip MCL-OKDB N N B B B N B N
DenseNet-40-12 26.32 23.59 25.70 26.36 27.80 27.43 23.74 23.76 22.82
ResNet-32 23.29 22.67 26.47 24.84 24.87 23.45 22.77 22.24 22.02
VGG-16 25.64 22.04 22.12 24.99 25.54 24.95 22.33 22.97 21.22
ResNet-110 19.45 19.53 20.81 19.55 20.26 19.54 19.55 18.76 18.58
Table 4: Comparison of error rate (Top-1, %) among SOTA methods of KD and OKD for ResNet-32
with an additional teacher ResNet-110 on CIFAR-100. Extensive comparison with other KD methods
across various architectures is shown in Section 2 of Supplementary Material.
Baseline Teacher KD CRD+KD OKDDip+KD MCL-OKD+KD
28.68 ± 0.24 25.40 26.92 ± 0.18 26.25 ± 0.24 24.92 ± 0.08 24.14 ± 0.18
indicates that performing MCL on the representations among various peer networks is more effective
than straightforward learning from probabilistic outputs that previous OKD methods always focus on.
Compared to the previous SOTA OKDDip, MCL-OKD achieves 1.45× and 2.65× reductions of error
rate on average for network-based and branch-based settings on CIFAR-100, respectively. Further
experiments on the more challenge ImageNet validate that MCL-OKD significantly outperforms
the OKDDip. Moreover, we observe that the performance of individual network of baseline in
branch-based setting generally outperforms its network-based version, we conjecture that the shared
low-level layers receive gradients from various branches, thus resulting in a more robust optimization
for generating better representations.
In terms of training complexity, we adopt ResNet-34 on ImageNet for illustration. Compared to other
OKD methods, MCL-OKD introduces additional 1.56 GFLOPS to perform contrastive computing for
representations, which is around 11% of the original 14.7 GFLOPS. In practice, we experimentally
observed no conspicuous increase of training time (e.g., 2.2 hours/epoch v.s. 2.4 hours/epoch on
a single NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPU). The memory bank of each peer network needs about 600MB
memory for storing all 128-d features, resulting in the total 2.4GB memory for 4 peer networks.
Ensemble results of OKD. As shown in Table 3, MCL-OKD can still perform the best among all
other OKD methods in terms of the ensemble performance without discarding any auxiliary networks
in both network-based and branch-based settings. Somewhat surprisingly, previous OKD methods
always underperform the baseline, we conjecture that albeit the mutual supervisions of probabilistic
outputs by other peer networks improve the performance of individual networks, they may lead to
homogenization among peer networks and damage the learned capacity of ensemble knowledge.
Only MCL-OKD can consistently outperform the baseline, which suggests that our method can learn
a more powerful capacity of ensemble knowledge benefiting from representation learning.
Results of OKD with a teacher. We further exploit the performance gains for teacher-free OKD
methods when a pre-trained teacher is available, and compared to SOTA KD method of CRD [24].
Here, the student model for OKD is in branch-based setting, and only the leader network is supervised
by the teacher. As shown in Table 4, we can observe that MCL-OKD achieve better results than
pervious SOTA CRD and OKDDip with 1.87× and 1.21× reductions of error rate, respectively. It
also may reveal that combined OKD with KD can maximize the performance improvement.
4.2 Few-shot Learning
Dataset and setup. We use standard Omniglot [15] and miniImageNet [26] benchmarks for few-shot
classification to evaluate the performance of OKD methods. Prototypical network [21] is used as the
baseline to perform few-shot learning, which also plays the role of peer network in OKD. We use the
standard data split following Snell et al. [21]. At the test stage, we report average accuracy over 1000
randomly sampled episodes for Omniglot, and 600 randomly sampled episodes with 95% confidence
intervals for miniImageNet. For OKD methods, we add an auxiliary global classifier to the original
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Table 5: Comparison of accuracy (Top-1, %) among KD and OKD methods on few-shot learning.
Model
Omniglot miniImageNet
5-way 20-way 5-Way
1-Shot 5-Shot 1-Shot 5-Shot 1-Shot 5-Shot
Baseline 98.55 99.56 95.11 98.68 49.10 ± 0.82 66.87 ± 0.66
CL_ILR 98.56 99.63 95.08 98.67 50.75 ± 0.40 67.75 ± 0.32
ONE 98.46 99.65 94.85 98.68 50.67 ± 0.41 67.58 ± 0.33
OKDDip 98.55 99.66 95.16 98.68 50.60 ± 0.42 67.41 ± 0.33
RKD-D 98.58 99.65 95.45 98.72 49.66 ± 0.84 67.07 ± 0.67
RKD-DA 98.64 99.64 95.52 98.67 50.02 ± 0.83 68.16 ± 0.67
MCL-OKD 98.68 99.67 95.40 98.75 51.58 ± 0.41 69.49 ± 0.33
Baseline CL-ILR ONE OKDDip MCL-OKD
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Figure 2: Comparison of accuracy among OKD methods with 3 ∼ 6 peer networks on CIFAR-100.
prototypical network over the class space of training set, and perform learning of probabilistic outputs
among 4 peer networks. Moreover, we adopt T = 4, β = 0.25 and τ = 0.1 in MCL-OKD.
Results. Table 5 compares accuracy among SOTA KD and OKD methods on few-shot learning.
We can observe that MCL-OKD significantly outperforms other OKD methods across the several
few-shot settings, which demonstrates that contrastive learning on representations is more effective
than learning on probabilistic outputs especially for metric learning tasks, due to the superiority of
generating discriminative feature embeddings for samples from newly unseen classes. Moreover,
MCL-OKD achieves better results than RKD [17], which is the SOTA KD method for few-shot
learning that needs a pre-trained teacher as the prerequisite.
4.3 Analysis of OKD methods
Number of peer networks. It is also valuable to exploit that whether the performance of OKD can
be further improved as the number of peer networks increases. We use ResNet-32 as the base model
and implement the branch-based OKD methods with 3 ∼ 6 peer networks, the results in terms of
individual network and ensemble are shown in Figure 2. It is obvious that MCL-OKD achieves the
best performance among OKD methods in all cases, even if under the minimum capacity with 3
peer networks, MCL-OKD can still significantly outperform all other methods which have 6 peer
networks. Moreover, the results of ensembles trained by MCL-OKD consistently outperform the
original baselines, which surprisingly perform the second best. This evidence further demonstrates
that MCL-OKD learns the crucial representational knowledge that previous methods ignore.
Learned similarities among data samples. To demonstrate that MCL-OKD can indeed learn a
more discriminative representation space, we provide the comparison for the cosine similarities
of intra-class samples and inter-class samples among branch-based OKD methods. The detailed
visualization is shown in Section 3 of Supplementary Material. It can be observed that MCL-OKD
learns a larger intra-class similarity meanwhile a smaller inter-class similarity than other OKD
methods, which suggests that the margins between data samples and classification boundary are the
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farthest trained by MCL-OKD. We consider that MCL-OKD constructs a more robust classification
boundary in representation space, which leads to the significant reduction of error rate.
5 Conclusion
We propose multi-view contrastive learning for OKD to learn a more powerful representation
benefiting from the mutual communications among peer networks. Experimental evidences show
that MCL-OKD significantly outperforms all existing OKD methods in terms of individual network
and ensemble, which proves the better superiority of learning informative representations than
probabilistic outputs alone. When a pre-trained teacher is available, the performance gain can be
further improved, which makes our MCL-OKD become a prior choice for model deployment.
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